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ABSTRACT 

Shear walls are concrete or masonry continuous vertical walls which may serve both 

architecturally as partitions and structurally to carry gravity and lateral loading. Their very 

high in-plane stiffness and strength makes them ideally suited for bracing tall buildings. 

A research on the effect of shear walls of tall building against lateral wind load from 

different directions is investigated in this project. The objectives of this research are to 

determine the effective locations and the effective shape of shear walls which produce 

economic and safe tall building against wind load. STAAD software will be used for 

analyzing and designing. 

This research will start with 30 stories building without shear wall; followed by the same 

building with different locations of plane shear wall to determine its effective location. 

The final building will be designed with flange shear walls and channel shear wall to 

determine the reduction of overall deflection, reduction of reinforcement and the change in 

usable area. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

Tall towers and buildings have fascinated mankind from the beginning of civilization, 

their construction being initially for defense and subsequently for ecclesiastical purpose. 

The growth in modem tall building construction, however, which began in the 1880s, has 

been largely for commercial and residential purposes. 

Tall commercial buildings are primarily a response to the demand by business activities 

to be as close to each other, and to the city centre, as possible, thereby putting intense 

pressure on the available land space. Also, because they form distinctive landmarks, tall 

commercial buildings are frequently developed in city centre as prestige symbols for 

corporate organizations. Further, the business and tourist community, with its increasing 

mobility, has fuelled a need for more, frequently high-rise, city centre hotel 

accommodations. Over the history of tall building structures, the changes in technology 

have been tremendous. Part of this comes from the daily strategies of human living. In 

the early years of skyscrapers, urban centers included mostly structures with a storefront 

next to the street, offices in the stories immediately above, and, finally in the upper 

levels, apartments for city dwellers. These types of buildings were difficult to arrange to 

take total advantage of structural and mechanical systems. Offices needed large open 

spaces with large loads from mechanical and electrical systems. The living quarters, with 

their more intimate spaces, needed closer column spacing, and had fewer vents and wires 

required to meet needs of comfort. Shallow floor-to-floor heights in the apartment areas 

were possible since they could be accommodated by a flat plate design. Offices needed 

grid or pan systems covered by drop ceilings to allow HV AC and electrical systems to be 

delivered to desired locations within each square. As the automobile became a 

transportation reality, people moved to the suburban areas and commuted to the city for 

work. This eliminated most mixed-use issues and allowed new forms of tall buildings, 
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which could accommodate wider column spacing desired by businessmen. In recent 

years, the trend is returning to mixed-uses as limited natural resources, the expense, time 

and stresses of commuting draw people back into the city center. Hence, architects and 

engineers are returning to the challenges of structural design to accommodate people's 

total daily life. In addition to the past needs of storefronts, offices and apartments, 

parking is a major consideration in any new stmcture within the city. Considering 

stmcture alone, there are two main categories for high-rise buildings: one is stmctures 

that resist gravity and lateral loads and two are those that carry primarily gravity loads. 

Since tall buildings have the largest needs for resisting high magnitudes of wind, the 

lateral load resisting system becomes the most important and shear wall is one of the 

most important lateral load resisting systems. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Nowadays, construction of tall building is everywhere around the world and there are lots 

of problems pertaining high rise building like earthquake, wind load and the complication 

of designing. The magnitude of wind load increases when the height of the building 

increases. The lateral loading due to wind is the major factor that causes the design of 

high rise buildings to differ from those low to medium rise building. With innovations in 

architectural treatment, increases in the strengths of materials, and advances in methods 

of analysis, tall building structures have become more efficient and lighter and, 

consequently, more prone to deflect and even to sway under wind loading. The effect of 

wind load can cause the building to sway and vibrate significantly if the building is very 

high and slender. This problem can make the building uncomfortable for use as 

accommodation, office or commercial building. 

The sizes of the columns which eat up the space of the building expand larger when the 

high of the building is getting taller and it is counted as one of the big problems in tall 

building construction. 

What will the author do in order to solve the problem of lateral loading and maximize the 

usage space in the building? 
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